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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K
Listen”
Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• During the radio show, use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]

• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is
available.
B Conference Call: 1-860-970-0300
Thursday PIN #
87 87 87#
Friday PIN #
23 23 23 #
Saturday PIN #
13 72 9#
C Skype:
BBSradio2
D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• When that screen comes up, click on ARCHIVES; when that screen comes up, check on the date
you want. It opens in a new tab: you'll see the “free to listen box”; click the bars to play; use
the tab to stop and start the tape.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

II

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST

C

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

Wednesdays:

2015-10-30

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 605-562-3140; PIN 972400 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need $ 300 for this week!!! Much gratitude for gifts!! Many, many thanks to all
who pay it forward: the more people who take part, the easier it is for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on. Every little bit helps!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• A check / money order means all you send is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • Help with food, gas and bills is much appreciated.
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• Phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

Introductory Notes:
•

CUSTOMER SERVICE # 1- 888-710-8061 For use in case you cannot hear: DON'T WAIT: CALL!!

• CONFERENCE CALL: 9 – 10 PM, EST: 1 –

641-715-3650

PIN#: 353 863#

• 716-748-0044 - use this number to hear the call very clearly: Link is courtesy BBS!
• NOTE: Please use the following audio link to listen to the entire program.
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/hard-news-friday-october-30-2015
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HARD NEWS
R: yes they still need help with the bills coming up next week
• a wild time to be on the planet with what is transpiring: it's all about the 5 th element
called love
• this is part of the generator for which Dr Keshe has released the blueprints today!
• Heard Marianne Williamson on Sirius XM Radio talking to a Wicca lady from England
about this particular great Sabbath of 2015 & how it's really 2016 or 2017 & how the
calendars are skewed; they are still playing with the 12/60 cycle even though we are
in 13/20 - we are in 2017 since August 18th !
• Marianne and the High Priestess talked of this great Sabbath and how, at this time, it is
imperative to work with the people creating peace in their lives.
• They are linking up with Medea Benjamin and that group, bringing up the issues in
Palestine at the moment:Mr Yahoo's total crackdown on the people there & his gestapo

• It is happening in the US too: Marianne said it is time to keep focussed on peaceful
T: Benjamin Fulford talks of Richard Armitage needing to be gone & Netanyahu too!
2015-10-26 Benjamin Fulford Arresting Richard Armitage and forcing him to talk
may be final straw to break back of Khazarian gangster rule
[SEE BELOW]

• Armitage is going after Shinzo Abe who says nothing except what Armitage tells
him to say: Armitage was behind the starting up of the nuclear plants. Japan forced
through the 9th amendment so they could work with the US & others militarily
• The article talks of the history of the people being killed and how Armitage got rid
of them. Fulford follows one Black Op through a plethory of activities.
• Armtiage' boss was Bush Sr: which means Hillary, as he is senile and a heroin addict & hse
has been in charge since the 80s: Ironic that Angleca Merkel's cousin Hillary is
wearing the pants!
• Stephen Harper, a notorious Bush operative, went bye-bye: they said in Ashtar on the
Road the next PM, Trudeau, plans to legalize marijuana; Bernie will take it off the
roster of federal drugs and let the states decide how to deal with it.
• It was a joke when Boehner said he'd do some housecleaning so things would be
cleaned up for the next Speaker – and the Koch Bros would have a happy time with
Mr Ryan - Nancy Pelosi must be having hickups over Ryan becoming Speaker.
• Trudeau is pro TPP and pro Keystone like Barack: a double agency which is a
necessity to stay alive – the things being attributed to these ones are really those
following the orders of their overlords, as the same time as they are double agents
working for the Light. Quite a Challenge! It takes all of us to wake up to the reality
that their handlers, our handlers, the 13 families are preparing for WW III with
the idea of reducing world population to 2% - they have already gotten rid of 2
billion people in the last 100 years right under our noses!
• Amy Goodman went into this; she had on Doctors without Borders folks; said that Russia
is dropping the barrel bombs on hospitals in Syria which are supposed to be off limits
for every country
• Why are the Russians taking Andromedan technology & bombing Syrian hospitals?
• It was not talked of on Amy goodman that it was Netanyahu, Lindsay Graham, John
McCain and the Saudis who are the US allies that did the bombing and the 13 families
control all of that: they are Khzarians and Nazis: the Black Ops will carry on until they
don't
• Netanyahu is one of the key operators in the Zionist Bush mafia; there are now
signs he is being taken on by Real Jews who have finally figured out he works for
their nazi tormentors.
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• The Rackateer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act – the RICO Act has been
formally launched as the fed are signed – and launched an investigation into fossil
fuels corporations – which means going for the jugular which means the Koch Bros
• there are 20 scientists signed a letter to Obama, dated Sept 1st & others called
for a RICO investigation into Exxon Mobil - they knew from their own scientists by
1980 that it was a man-made problem and they'd put the whole planet in jeopardy
and that climate change was real and what would happen: in the late 80s, they
started putting out the opposite propaganda
The Hague Court: to hear the South China Sea case
2015-10-30

[SEE BELOW]
In defeat for Beijing, Hague court to hear South China Sea dispute

• an international case filed by the Phillipine Gov't
• On Thursday court ruled they would hear a part of the case
• Bejing says it's beyond the court's jurisdiction, says it's about sovreignty &
boycotted the Tribunal's proceedings.
Marco Rubio: 2015-10-29
Adelson

Marco Rubio leads race for donations from casino billionaire Sheldon
[SEE BELOW]

• to get lots of money from Shelly Adelson and is going to work on a bill to ban internet
gambling which is what Adelson wants! Thinks he's worth about $35 Billion!
T: Libertarianism is Nazism in disguise.
Audio: Operation KKK by Anonymous
Audio: Thom Hartman

[SEE BELOW]

October 30, 2015

GREATEST TOPIC: Social Security: What You Need To Know Now - Alex Lawson,
Social Security Works
https://youtu.be/g0EhPbKfU6M
Full Show 10/30/15: Bernie: Legalize Pot & Abolish the Death Penalty
Tonight’s Progressive Roundtable discusses Hillary’s smearing of Bernie as
a sexist, Rubio’s courting of billionaire Sheldon Adelson, and the U.S.
sending troops to Syria. And Thom dissects the GOP candidates lies about
Social Security with Social Security Works’ Alex Lawson.
CONFERENCE CALL
• has to remind people that the blue prints for a Keshe plasma unit should be up on the
website now
• this means that anyone can build one if they can follow instructions, for a few
dollars' worth of parts
• the higher amount is 800 Euros or $700 -$800
• the ambassadors were to get 2 free ones plus the one they paid 800 Euros for so
they would have a couple to give away
• Keshe said this is not about making money, but everyone getting free energy and
helping others – WHICH IS WHAT NESARA IS ABOUT.
• The buddha path is truth, simplicity and love and our freedom is being
acceptable to do service to others - this is about the alchemy of love.
2015-10-30
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• Hillary does not want to break up the banks; Bernie does!
• Hillary also wants to keep the death penalty – for rare cases: T is thinking of
Edward Snowden – that Hillary would get him from Russia, also Chelsea Manning and
Julian Assange, have them charged and “off with their heads”
• the lawmakers of the EU want to do something to help Edward Snowden – voted to call
him an international rights defenders and should be protected.
• That same parliament urged not to let Snowden be taken to the US and charged
with espionage – called the vote a 'game changer”
• In the American federal law system, 97% of people are not guilty; still and yet, they make
a plea deal so they do not end up behind bars; even if you didn't do it, you make a
plea deal so you don't go to jail: the plea rate is 90%
• Charles Mis?? a defence investigator on Al Jazeera news last night said people are
wrongfully charged; the rate of pleas rose exponentially about 30 years ago • at a court house in Atlanta, business is booming – making plea deals behind the
scenes so you can stay on the outside.
• The only way to keep up [with the case load] is to make plea deals - this kind of
thing takes the power away from the defense and gives it to the prosecutor – and
the defendant is over charged
• a sitting Federal judge, not identified, said that review process is a sham – the idea
of a defendant being tried by a jury of peers is not happening now
• T tells the story of T & R learning from a sovereign group how not to make a plea deal
• Starting “with all due respect, sir, we do not have enough information to make a
plea”. The judge made them stay all day and lost a whole bunch of money that day,
too. They had to wait from 9:30 am to 5:45pm, as he wanted no one in the court to
hear what was going on but there were some people there who wanted to know what
had happened: T & R explained to them afterwards what to do, who to go to
Anonymous: al Jazeera last night – more info about the KKK hacking

[SEE BELOW]

Rainbird: going back to charter schools: the North Carolina congress took 50% of the money for
education and gave it to the charter system
T: they know they are committing crimes and they don't give a ****
RB: South Carolina does not believe in funding schools; the KKK is also active in their state
T: and there are lots more who feel the same and do not join
RB: but they talk it! Grateful for the hacktivists!
T: an article from the opinion pages of the NYTimes – where are black children safe?
2015-10-29 Where Are Black Children Safe?
[SEE BELOW]
BBS RADIO – Mother Sekhmet / Alcyone [M/A]
Giatree Mantra was played, most sacred of mantras; also the celebrated Day of the Dead in
Mexico
Greetings!
• Indeed the veils are thin at this time; all the souls choosing to leave in these moments of
transfiguration: it is time, it is about this quiet, inner space as we approach winter solstice:
the return of the sun.
• In these still quiet moments, she returns; she has been called the Watchers: they who were
here before the gods were here. She has returned - it is not a threat, it is a promise:
• Nibiru has returned and can be seen in various locations around the planet, right beside
Sol – it is a direct message to earth: NOW is the time
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• the Blue Avians are here, Horus' people: the gatherings of these times are about these
moments when the veil is so thin, there is no veil. So they see us, we see them: all we are
saying is give peace a chance.
• The moments we are in are about this story that has been released to the world this day.
• We have the technology to heal ourselves and the planet; it is about the coil and
the copper – Dr Keshe gives the plans of how to create the copper coils in the
blueprints. It is all there – the plans for the plasma unit
• She is here to reaffirm what has been said: as he already has these functioning in various
locations, as things were to escalate in the Persion Gulf, it will look very bad for our side
over here - he will deploy the generators
• It is about peace and this is why she is here: to ensure the peace is kept. Gaia / Vyamus have
said “we are ascending; you can come with us since we are joined at the hip.”
• Yet the ones that have messed with the other side of the force – ce ca! It's over! Energies
– and oh, by the way – the cubes have returned in the corona of the sun; not the borg
mind you: it is another form of visitors in the neighbourhood who have been called by the
beacons that are going out across the Milky Way Galaxy – she and hers make it, EARTH
MAKES IT, WE MAKE IT
• How that happens: we have the power with love. We have been given the gauntlet today –
these are not just - let's say - we have a way to change ourselves and the planet in this
moment. The Force will make sure his technology, the generators, is only used in the name
of the divine radiance of the Office of the Christ.
• We have a key to the wisdom here which is how to take this to the next conscious
level: we are the merkaba vehicles in these moments here now, as Nassim has already
shown us.
• With these blueprints, we have ways to create the vimanas now in our own reality, as it
were. It is about the freedom of who we are as, let's say, there are no accidents – we are
all here in these moments that we call All Hallow's Eve, 2015.
• No accidents; only about love; only about this radiant energy which is pouring forth now
from the centre of the Milky Way Galaxy. It is changing everything as Naomi Klien has said
– cannot go back, only moving forward. What's happening is that as frequencies
exponentially move up an ocatve, [we have to] be aware and ride the tiger – that is what
it is about. And the tiger knows where she is going! We are just along for the ride – as Ben
Hicks said, it is just a ride. And believe you me, this ride has only just begun!
• At this moment, if we could see it from her vantage point, we would already be on our knees
giving up if we were the ones on the dark side – she won't use the word of that other
colour: it is, after all, “I'm Black; I'm beautiful” – the #1 issue in the story here
• Mother Zudiachus, Mother Africa, began here, comes full circle here; Mother Zudiachus
is rising to the occasion and it is about the energies
• iridium, irodium – the stones that are part of the breast plates and work in conjunction
with . . . if we were to play with these frequencies Dr Keshe has given us with iridium,
irodium and xenon gas thrown in – we'd have our ascension in our garage – essentially!
• If we were to take Dr Keshe's generators and add a little xenon gas to the mix , , ,
T: don't give anyone ideas – and don't give away secrets
M/A Of course, she won't pass on any secrets!
T: inaudible
M/A He [Dr Keshe] is doing classes every day – the plasma energy – what he is saying is you
don't need to go to charter schools: come to my school and I will teach you the secrets of
the universe. No P T A! It is about the wisdom ot the music of the spheres as all the gods
and goddesses return, as they already have.
• From her vantage point, there are so many ships in our skies: it is quite an unfair . . . ;
they have the upper hand and it is only about love. This is the #1 5th element which adds
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to the mix of the story; as we add ether, love, that divine compassion of the bodisatva
vow, we are here and the last shall be first, and the first shall be last. It is about that story.
• She say again: they have returned; they are in the 'hood: bake us a pie!
T: to sign the petition on Astharonthe Road.com for NESARA - that is our pi!
M/A: Take a ride with that tiger!
T: Try your best to balance the outrage of the injustice that appears to be real just now, and look
deeply inside one's self because if you have not walked in another's shoes, you cannot
judge – T does not know the whole story but is aware of the following:
• Hillary had some plans for some money and Vince Foster knew too much and he had to
be removed; then the queen of Egnland got involved and threatened to feed Hillary to the
spiders she has under the palace if she did not do the queen's bidding – the spiders that
are the size of VW s – and she has the power as there are overlords to her, too, called 200'
and higher dragons who would have a human just for a morsel!
M/A: all of it is an ancient story that is coming full circle
T: the thing of being a double agent in the face of such things is not comprehended by most
people. People think the president has the highest power in the land & the world; that is
not true and never has been. It appears you are taking money from the banksters which is
not an apparition though there is nothing there
• as long as they have the people afraid that they have the power and the ability to put
you into an incarceration unit – a very nasty thing
M/A: the gestapo are loose
T: it is said there are no debtor prisons; that's only for those in the other tier, not for certain
people who are doing the bidding of the other dragons; they get all kinds of luxuries
M/A: the shyster lawyers who bend at the knee
T: don't even need a lawyer if you are in the right place & doing the bidding; they don't even
acknowledge you have committed a crime – like the police department
• there are at least 2 tiers [in the American justice system]; nothing easy about this – an
endless trail of really . . .
M/A: this is why she returned – because of the oceans of blood: the stories are about her are
true: she drinks the oceans of blood. It is about the transfiguration – blood into wine,
remember? Or structured water – it is about ascension frequencies right in our hands,
right now – we get there by working with the heart frequencies. It is the answer to how we
can heal this planet in a matter of days and she does mean DAYS!
• The terra forming: as she can come in with her craft and perform certain functions of
how to restructure various matter, anti-matter ??? within the framework of our assistance –
they can bring our planet back up on line
• Like Marietta Robert's friend who was on Stargate Roundtable – Dr Heather Ann Harder
who ran for president; yes, she was compromised but from Mother's vantage point, Mother
can fix the planet in 30 days with her teams and Lord Kryon of Magnetic Service
T: thinks Mother is obligated in some ways as it was her galactic children who were the ones who
came in uninvited and made the mess – it's a bitch to be a mother some days! those
Paschats . . .
M/A: they love to play
T: that was not playing – that was nasty!
M/A:yes, that was malevolant
T: 70 children died in the last 2 months trying to get from Turkey to Lesbos, Greece; and the last
time where the ship capsized and the people who got to shore were prevented from getting
too far in; another alternative group gave them space blankets to try & save the kids
totalitarianism a political situation where the state knows no limitation to its impunity!
M/A: We are watching this: at the same time, we are being given the keys to the kingome to
heal the planet
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T: that what it says: inverted total ayrianism
M/A: the issues at hand are very much in her . . . - he is talking about the Day of the Dead
T: in a less than sacred manner! Talking about Redacted Tonight – was on Thom Hartmann's Big
Picture tonight
M/A: there is much transpiring as we move ever closer; already, the Force is moving humanity
into the awareness that we have ability within ourselves, now, how to transform these
temples of the living god/goddess/ all that is – in these moments, we have been given the
wisdom of how to built a rejuvenation chamber essentially
T: Benton Harbour is a testing ground in MN to see how far they can get away with
• they hired some kind of managers and got rid of the duly elected mayors, councillors
• Benton Harbour is on the shore of Lake Michigan; 100 years ago, a couple created a
public park which has been taken away from the people; the city's governance structure
was replaced with a republican manager, and the park was turned into a golf course, &
took away the water – The governor is an enabler of all this.
• In Flint, MN, water for the city was taken from the Flint River which is contaminated with
lead, arsenic, instead of from Detroit; the kids are getting deathly ill; has been going on for
3 years & the people finally became aware : all of this will be accountable for those who played the
game

M/A: Indeed; she has already enacted - Nibiru in orbit affecting earth and the rest of the solar
system – IT IS NOT ABOUT EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENTS; IT'S ABOUT ASCENSION
T: although the extinction level events seems to be that we have lost any remnant of
democratic governance - the time is up
M/A: they want to play with prison planet stories; earth is not for sale; as she chooses to do what
she is already doing - the frequencies pouring in: we must surrender to love, it is that
simple or we cease to exist – no if, ands or buts!
T: EU leaders are desperate right now; making deals with Erdowan to keep the refugees from
crossing over there; they want to let Erdowan into the EU and there are lots of alternative
news stories about the human rights violations that Erdowan has been imposing like killing
his own people – and you want to let that into the EU?
M/A: all the European countries has to fall apart; it's part of the plan; all the countries go back to
their own autonomy; this evil cadre of life forms – let's say we are in the middle of a
very bad dream. She and her colleagues are on the other side saying “you are waking up;
just another nano second; we cannot tell you how long the nano second is because if
we do, we change the timelines.” Just like anyone that knows, who is within the loop:
cannot say
• As in the movie “Back to the Future” , Dr Emmet Brown said: you've gotta go through that
doorway! In this moment, here, now – we make it!
• Bernie Sanders is one of the critical keys of this timeline changing in this nano second:
• as he continues to do what he is doing, it is about the transfiguration of what we've ask
for - the heros, the prophets, the 4th turning
Greetings in the Light . . .
T: anything else about the sacred weekend we are in?
M/A: As we go through these moments of this, the thinnest of veils, she would just say –
• as it is the passing of many souls in this moment of time, and she is on duty, as it were:
that is what is being said: It is about that time when the dark mother, Black Moon Lillith,
rises from the other side of that story, and she comes with Peli, Dirga and the others who
do what they do best: consume that old energy which is out of its time-space continuum
called evil. In the moment, there is much to shattered and consumed because it is about :
earth is already free, we are already free: we have the power Dr Keshe gave it to us – use
it wisely.
• Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant One: Kadoish, Kadoish – Mother does some sounds for us.
2015-10-30
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R: he was in Buton which borders India and Tibet – in the Himalyas, and goes into Indonesia
• there was a gathering of the Eva people/ the big foot people, and some other
Andromedans – reminded him of Chubaka in Star Gate of a group of wookies –
• they werediscussing things with the llamas – had no idea what they were talking about –
• Several of their craft had landed: looked like giant horseshoes
T: has seen them on the net
R: Not a boomerang shape, but a horseshoe
• the only message is that they are here! They have already landed in Buton!

Audio:

Bill Maher HBO Real Time Guest List: Oct. 30, 2015

The Interview:
Rep. Tulsi Gabbard (D-HI) is the Congresswoman from Hawaii’s 2nd district, serving since 2014.
She is the first American Samoan, first Hindu, and one of the first female combat veterans elected
to Congress. Rep. Gabbard sits on both the Committee on Armed Services and the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, and is a Vice Chair of the Democratic National Committee.

Twitter: @TulsiGabbard

The Panel:
Rep. Maxine Waters (D-CA) is the Congresswoman from California’s 35th District. She is the
ranking member of the House Financial Services Committee and is a member of both the
Congressional Progressive Caucus and the Congressional Black Caucus. She was first elected to
Congress in 1991.
Twitter: @MaxineWaters
Grover Norquist is the Founder and President of Americans for Tax Reform (ATR), which opposes
all tax increases and advocates for a simpler, flatter tax system. All but three Republican
Presidential candidates (George Pataki, Donald Trump and Jeb Bush) have signed ATR’s pledge
opposing any effort to increase income taxes.
Twitter: @GroverNorquist
Roger Stone is a former senior advisor to the Donald Trump presidential campaign and a New York
Times bestselling author whose newest book, The Clintons’ War on Women, is on sale now.
Twitter: @RogerJStoneJr
Mid-Show Guest:
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David Spade is a comedian and actor. He is the author of a new memoir, Almost Interesting. From
1990-1996, he was a cast member on Saturday Night Live and will be performing stand-up with
Bill Maher on New Years Eve and New Years Day in Hawaii.

Twitter:

@DavidSpade

Audio: Thom Hartmann – Alex Lausen as guest - completion of the earlier audio
GREATEST TOPIC: Social Security: What You Need To Know Now - Alex Lawson,
Social Security Works
https://youtu.be/g0EhPbKfU6M
Full Show 10/30/15: Bernie: Legalize Pot & Abolish the Death Penalty
Tonight’s Progressive Roundtable discusses Hillary’s smearing of Bernie as a sexist,
Rubio’s courting of billionaire Sheldon Adelson, and the U.S. sending troops to Syria.
And Thom dissects the GOP candidates lies about Social Security with Social Security
Works’ Alex Lawson.
Audio: Thom reads a poem called “Why I am absolutely an angry black woman!”
Dominique Matti - published in OverMedium.com
Audio: Max Keiser

KR829] Keiser Report: Money Laundering & Fraud Squads
https://youtu.be/gFa4dT6z7D4

We discuss the financial sector ‘black material’, where all light is absorbed so that all
manner of fraud escapes basic understanding. In the second half, Max interviews
former fraud squad detective, Rowan Bosworth-Davies, about the money
laundering business in London.
Audio:

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert
10/29/2015 (Seth MacFarlane, Neil DeGrasse Tyson) S1 Ep33 (42:23)

http://www.cbs.com/shows/the-late-show-with-stephencolbert/video/M4Wt8rmvTxQ0XwPJVcy7MqQ3rO3nOa0_/the-late-show-1029-2015-seth-macfarlane-neil-degrasse-tyson-/
Reading: Buddha in Redface
Closing: Rainbird
Music: the alchemist

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3Ldcao6LmU

Fairy Night Songs
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2015-10-26 Benjamin Fulford Arresting Richard Armitage and forcing him to talk may
be final straw to break back of Khazarian gangster rule
The story of a single individual gangster, Richard Armitage, and of his crimes over the years,
provides good insight into the inner workings of the Khazarian gangster cabal. It also shows us
how just arresting, or deleting, a few key individuals would be enough to change the future of this
planet for the better. As his criminal history makes clear, Armitage is a key hatchet-man in Asia for
the Bush/Nazionist branch of the Khazarian mob.
The information below was provided to us by CIA colleagues of Armitage as well as by Japanese
government sources, members of Japanese yakuza crime syndicates and others. Armitage was
given a chance, by phone and e-mail, to rebut what is written below but he refused to answer,
meaning that he is not denying what we are hearing about him.
Armitage is the senior person in the group that controls Japanese puppet prime minister Shinzo
Abe. The hapless Abe is terrified of being killed and will only read from scripts he is given by
Armitage and his acolytes. Armitage also controls the right to create and distribute Japanese yen.
The so-called Abenomics, or money printing by the Bank of Japan, is just a cover for the
continued looting of this country by Armitage and his fellow gangsters. Capturing Armitage and
forcing him to hand over the codes that allow for the creation and distribution of yen would cut off
one of the Khazarian cabal’s Nazi faction’s most vital sources of funding. The White Dragon
Society is offering a 10% reward, potentially worth billions of dollars, to any individual or group
who manages to capture Armitage and force him to return to the Japanese people the money he
and his fellow gangsters, like Michael Green, have stolen from them.
Golden triangle heroin dealer Armitage first came into notoriety in the secret world when he sold
out the government of South Vietnam to the communist North for money. Even Henry Kissinger
was unaware this was the real reason why the South Vietnamese regime collapsed so suddenly. In
other words, the biggest defeat in US military history was caused by a traitor within and not by
military defeat.
The next big operation that Armitage was involved in was the overthrow of Ferdinand Marcos of
the Philippines. The US government was unable to afford to maintain its huge military bases in the
Philippines so it decided to shut them down. Marcos, who was a firm US ally, wanted to keep the
bases so, Armitage and crew arranged anti-Marcos demonstrations and advised Marcos to leave
the Philippines and go to Hawaii. Marcos was poisoned in Hawaii. That is how the Bush/CIA faction
treats close US allies.
Armitage was also a key player behind the failed attempt to overthrow the communist Chinese
government known as the Tienanmen Square incident. Regardless of the rights and wrongs of
what happened at Tienanmen Square, later Armitage and Bush began to provide the Communist
Chinese government army with US military secrets in exchange for money. For example, according
to US military intelligence, they provided China with guidance systems for their wildly inaccurate
nuclear missiles. This shows the utter and total lack of principles behind the Bush mafia and their
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operators like Armitage.
Armitage and crew were able to seize control of Japan’s finances through the murder of Japanese
Prime Ministers. The two murdered Prime Ministers where the evidence trail is clearest are
Ryutaro Hashimoto and Noboru Takeshita. These murders were part of a campaign run by
Armitage to seize control of the Bank of Japan and thus of the right to issue Japanese yen,
according to multiple sources including former close associates of Takeshita.
Hashimoto was killed with a poison inserted in his rectum during a hospital stay, Japanese right
wing sources say. Takeshita was tortured to death in Alaska, according to multiple sources
including members of the Japanese royal family.
Takeshita was hung upside-down from a helicopter, then he was stripped naked and chased
through the snow by helicopters. Finally his testicles were smashed and he was killed. We have
mentioned before that both Takamasa Kawase from Japanese Military Intelligence and a member
of the Japanese royal family claim to have been shown a video of the murder of Takeshita. What
we are claiming now is that Richard Armitage and his boss George Bush Sr. were in charge of this
operation.
A person who worked as Takeshita’s “money man,” claimed he was threatened with “death by
stroke” unless he handed over an attache case carrying the codes needed for issuing Japanese
yen.
Armitage is but one of the key operators in the Nazionist Bush mafia. Benyamin Netanyahu is
another and there are now signs he is being taken down by genuine Jews who have finally figured
out Netanyahu actually works for their Nazi tormentors. Recent bizarre comments made by
Netanyahu about Hitler show that somebody is forcing him to commit political hara kiri.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/middleeast/israel/11951314/Benjamin-Netanyahusclaim-that-Palestinians-caused-the-Holocaust-is-a-ludicrous-distortion.html
In Canada too, Stephen Harper, a notorious Bush operative and source of deep shame for Canada,
was decisively ousted from power last week. Once the purge of political operatives appointed by
Harper to the Canadian police and military command structure is completed, Harper’s crimes will
be prosecuted for sure. Hopefully this traitor will sing like a canary about his handlers.
New Prime Minister Justin Trudeau immediately pulled the Canadian military out of the illegal
bombing campaign in Syria. He has also cancelled Canadian plans to buy the F-35 turkey from the
US. Trudeau also plans to legalize marijuana.
We understand Trudeau may well be from a cabal family, notably through his Sinclair grandfather
but, if so, he is from a faction that opposed the plans to start World War 3 and kill 90% of
humanity.
We can only hope that under Trudeau the Canadian military and intelligence apparatus will now
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help their like-minded colleagues in the US finally purge the military industrial complex of
genocidal mass murderers. If Trudeau really wants to make a splash, he should march the
Canadian army into New York and Washington DC and remove all the gangsters like Armitage who
still rule there.
There are, in any case, growing signs that the US military are well under way in their own ongoing
purge of Khazarian traitors in their midst. The biggest sign of this was the unprecedented veto by
President Barack Obama (on orders from the Pentagon) of the 2016 defense appropriations bill
because it blocks the closing of the prison camp in Guantanamo Bay. He also vetoed it to stop
payment of $600 million to Syrian “rebels” and $350 million to neo-Nazis in the Ukraine,
according to Pentagon sources.
Also, while closet neo-con Defense Secretary Ashton Carter officially refused to inform the
Russians of the location of ISIS (Israeli/Saudi) military facilities in Syria, the information was
given to them through former US President Jimmy Carter.
General Joseph Dunford, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the Pentagon, also flew to
Iraq last week in an unsuccessful attempt, (including the use of US special forces to free Iraqis
from ISIS), to convince the Iraqis the US military was now against ISIS. Nonetheless, the US
military will not intervene against any future Russian bombing inside Iraq if it comes at the
request of the Iraqi government, the sources say.
In another blow the Nazionists, Jordan has now agreed to help Russia in its campaign against
ISIS, the pentagon sources say. This means Israel, Qatar and Saudi Arabia are now the only
countries in the Middle East still working with the Bush Nazi faction. Turkey is in a state of internal
turmoil as the Nazis struggle to keep their puppet Erdogan in power.
Inside the US, the “Saudi loving, ISIS supporting” CIA Director John Brennan got his e-mails
hacked and his contacts exposed as part of the ongoing purge in Washington DC.
Clearly though, the cesspool in Washington DC is a deep one and a lot remains to be done yet.
The so-called Benghazi hearing in Washington DC last week about the death of so-called
Ambassador Christopher Stevens was total charade. When Washington hearings start implicating
Stevens in the smuggling of nuclear weapons into Japan for use in the 311 nuclear and tsunami
terror attack against that nation, then the world will pay attention.
In any case, the Washington DC power structure remains bankrupt and in a state of deep denial.
Some news articles from the past week indicate this. For example, Bloomberg had an article
saying the US could not care less that China was dumping its debt because “hedge funds” were
now buying it.
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-10-18/china-s-selling-tons-of-u-s-debtamericans-couldn-t-care-lessEverybody who knows what is real in the financial world knows this is just fake accounting. In the
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most recent example of US fake accounts, a 72% price increase is being labelled as a 0%
increase.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-10-23/how-us-government-covers-72-inflation
Meanwhile China has issued, in London, its first government bonds outside of Asia.
https://www.rt.com/business/319264-china-yuan-offshore-bonds-london
This means China is learning to treat the financial gangsters in Washington and New York as the
pariahs they are.
The Chinese are also strengthening their ties with the US military to show they know the
difference between America’s armed forces and the gangster politicians. That is why China called
its naval ties with the US “best in history,”
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/10/23/us-china-usa-defence-idUSKCN0SH04420151023
even as Chinese warships dock in Florida.
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2015-10-23/three-chinese-warships-dock-florida-port
The Vatican has also joined the British and the Pentagon in strengthening its ties with China. A
Vatican delegation has just returned from China where it was agreed that from now on China and
the Vatican would jointly select Catholic Bishops. This means the Vatican, China, the Pentagon,
the British, Iran and now Canada are joining the growing alliance against the Khazarian mafia. If
we can get Armitage and his cronies out of the way, Japan will join too.
Source:
https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy/comments/3qayj8/benjamin_fulford_october_26th_2015_ar
resting/

http://hipknowsys.blogspot.ca/2015/10/benjamin-fulford-october-26-2015.html
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In defeat for Beijing, Hague court to hear South China Sea dispute
AMSTERDAM | By Anthony Deutsch
Fiery Cross reef, located in the disputed Spratly
Islands in the South China Sea, in a satellite image
taken September 3, 2015.
Reuters/CSIS Asia Maritime Transparency
Initiative/DigitalGlobe

In a legal setback for Beijing, an arbitration court in
the Netherlands ruled on Thursday that it has
jurisdiction to hear some territorial claims the
Philippines has filed against China over disputed
areas in the South China Sea.
Manila filed the case in 2013 to seek a ruling on its
right to exploit the South China Sea waters in its
200-nautical mile exclusive economic zone (EEZ) as
allowed under the United Nations Convention on the
Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).
The Hague-based Permanent Court of Arbitration rejected Beijing's claim that the disputes were about
territorial sovereignty and said additional hearings would be held to decide the merits of the Philippines'
arguments.
China has boycotted the proceedings and rejects the court's authority in the case. Beijing claims sovereignty
over almost the entire South China Sea, dismissing claims to parts of it from Vietnam, the Philippines,
Taiwan, Malaysia and Brunei.
The tribunal found it had authority to hear seven of Manila's submissions under UNCLOS and China's decision
not to participate did "not deprive the tribunal of jurisdiction".
The Chinese government, facing international legal scrutiny for the first time over its assertiveness in the
South China Sea, would neither participate in nor accept the case, Vice Foreign Minister Liu Zhenmin told
reporters.
"The result of this arbitration will not impact China's sovereignty, rights or jurisdiction over the South China
Sea under historical facts and international law," Liu said.
"From this ruling you can see the Philippines' aim in presenting the case is not to resolve the dispute. Its aim
is to deny China's rights in the South China Sea and confirm its own rights in the South China Sea."
The Philippine government welcomed the decision.
Solicitor General Florin Hilbay, Manila's chief lawyer in the case, said the ruling represented a "significant step
forward in the Philippines' quest for a peaceful, impartial resolution of the disputes between the parties and
the clarification of their rights under UNCLOS".
Bonnie Glaser, a South China Sea expert at the Center for Strategic and International Studies in Washington,
called the outcome "a major blow for China given that the opinion explicitly rejects China's arguments that ...
the Philippines has not done enough to negotiate the issues with China."
The United States, a treaty ally of the Philippines that this week challenged Beijing's pursuit of territorial
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claims by sailing close to artificial islands China has constructed in the South China Sea, welcomed the
decision, according to a senior U.S. defense official.
"It shows that judging issues like this on the basis of international law and international practice are a viable
way of, at a minimum, managing territorial conflicts if not resolving them," the official said, speaking on
condition of anonymity.
Another U.S. official said the tribunal's decision undercut China's claims under the so-called nine-dashed line
that takes in about 90 percent of the 3.5 million sq km (1.35 million sq mile) South China Sea on Chinese
maps.
This vague boundary was officially published on a map by China's Nationalist government in 1947 and has
been included in subsequent maps under Communist rule.
"You can't say that the nine-dashed line is indisputable anymore because by acknowledging jurisdiction here
the court has made clear that there is indeed a dispute," said the official, who asked not to be named. "To
my mind, this announcement drives a stake through the heart of the nine-dash line."
The court's rulings are binding, although it has no power to enforce them and countries have ignored them in
the past.
"QUESTIONABLE CLAIMS"
Nevertheless, the decision keeps the spotlight on China.
"Today's ruling is an important step forward in upholding international law against China's attempts to assert
vast and, in my view, questionable claims in the South China Sea," said John McCain, chairman of the U.S.
Senate's armed services committee.
On Thursday during a visit to Beijing, German Chancellor Angela Merkel suggested China go to international
courts to resolve its rows over the South China Sea.
In a position paper in December, China argued the dispute was not covered by UNCLOS because it was
ultimately a matter of sovereignty, not exploitation rights.
UNCLOS does not rule on sovereignty but it does outline a system of territory and economic zones that can
be claimed from features such as islands, rocks and reefs.
The court said it could hear arguments including one contending that several South China Sea reefs and
shoals were not important enough to base territorial claims on.
On seven other submissions, including that China had violated the Philippines' sovereign right to exploit its
own territorial waters, the court said it would reserve judgment about jurisdiction until it had decided the
merits of the case.
No date has been set for the next hearings.
The Permanent Court of Arbitration was established in the Netherlands in 1899 to encourage peaceful
resolution of disputes between states, organizations and private parties. China and the Philippines are among
its 117 member countries.
(Reporting by Anthony Deutsch and Toby Sterling; Additional reporting by David Brunnstrom, Yeganeh
Torbati and Arshad Mohammedin Washington, Manuel Mogato in Manila and Michael Martina in Beijing;
Editing by Dean Yates and Alex Richardson)
http://www.reuters.com/article/2015/10/30/us-philippines-china-arbitration-idUSKCN0SN26320151030
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2015-10-29 South China Sea: Hague arbitration court to hear Philippines territorial
complaints against Beijing
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-10-30/hague-court-to-hear-south-china-sea-dispute-philippines/6897852
Vietnam, China, Malaysia have eyes on the prize

Explore the conflicting territorial claims in the South China Sea

Rich in resources and traversed by a quarter of global shipping, the South China Sea is the stage
for several territorial disputes that threaten to escalate tensions in the region.
At the heart of these disputes are a series of barren islands in two groups - the Spratly Islands, off
the coast of the Philippines, and the Paracel Islands, off the coasts of Vietnam and China.
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2015-10-29
Adelson

Marco Rubio leads race for donations from casino billionaire Sheldon

http://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2015/oct/29/marco-rubio-campaign-funding-sheldonadelson
Adelson looks poised to make a multimillion-dollar donation to the pro-Rubio Conservative
Solutions Project nonprofit or an allied Super Pac
Marco Rubio smiles after the CNBC Republican
presidential debate on Wednesday. Photograph:
Robyn Beck/AFP/Getty Images
Peter Stone

A number of donors to Jeb Bush’s campaign were
reportedly jittery about sticking by him even before
Wednesday’s lackluster performance in the Republican debate, but in the fierce competition
among GOP presidential candidates to win seven- or eight-figure checks from multibillionaire
businessman Sheldon Adelson, Marco Rubio has already emerged as the frontrunner, the Guardian
can reveal.
That is due in no small part to the Florida senator’s championing of some of the casino owner’s
top policy concerns, including Israeli security, and Rubio’s frequent outreach to the mega-donor,
say GOP operatives and donors.
Adelson looks poised to make a multimillion-dollar donation to the pro-Rubio Conservative
Solutions Project nonprofit or an allied Super Pac, also called Conservative Solutions, say three
GOP sources familiar with Adelson.
Rubio and his political allies have gone the extra mile to appeal to Adelson, Republican sources
say. Over the summer, Rubio and the Conservative Solutions nonprofit backing him both took
action on issues of paramount concern to the casino tycoon.
Rubio co-sponsored a bill that would ban internet gambling, something Adelson once said he
would “spend whatever it takes” to pass.
And the Conservative Solutions Project spent at least $4.5m from July onwards on TV spots
featuring the senator that called for killing the Iran nuclear deal, an important issue for Adelson.
Adelson – who has a net worth close to $27bn – has deep ties to Israel’s conservative leader,
Binyamin Netanyahu, and has historically given tens of millions to groups that share his hawkish
views on Israel and national defense.
Rubio has met with Adelson a few times in Washington DC and Las Vegas in recent months, and
they reportedly speak fairly often on the phone: this month, the two met during a retreat for
scores of Rubio fundraisers and donors in Las Vegas, where Adelson’s Las Vegas Sands casino
empire is based.
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Super Pacs are organizations independent of the candidates’ campaigns which, unlike the
campaigns, may raise unlimited amounts of money from individual donors. It is fairly common for
a Super Pac to have an allied nonprofit. These nonprofits may also raise unlimited amounts from
individuals, but unlike with Super Pacs their donations do not have to be disclosed. Super Pacs
and nonprofits are barred from coordinating spending with campaigns.
Donald Trump attacked Super Pacs at Wednesday’s Republican debate, telling his fellow GOP
candidates: “A lot of bad decisions … are being made for the benefit of lobbyists and special
interests … You better get rid of them.”
Rubio also mentioned Super Pacs – but only to turn the focus on the media, claiming: “The
Democrats have the ultimate Super Pac – it’s called the mainstream media,” asserting that
Democratic rival Hillary Clinton has been given an easy ride over the Benghazi attack in 2012.
Jeff Sadosky, a spokesman for the Conservative Solutions Project nonprofit and its allied Super
Pac, would not comment on whether Adelson had donated to either. Andy Abboud, Adelson’s
political aide, declined to comment on his plans but said no donations had yet been made to the
two pro-Rubio groups.
The recent Rubio retreat in Las Vegas drew his campaign’s state finance chairs and numerous
“bundlers” who round up donations from individuals, who can only give $2,700 each per election.
Warren Tompkins, who runs the pro-Rubio Conservative Solutions Super Pac and sits on the board
of the allied nonprofit, hosted a meeting attended by wealthy donors and Super Pac strategists to
discuss its needs and plans, one donor told the Guardian.
Two of Rubio’s key Republican rivals, former Florida governor Bush and Texas senator Ted Cruz,
have also met several times with Adelson, and worked hard to convey their strong support for
Israel, but neither one seems to have so far generated the rapport that Rubio has with the
business mogul, who like him is the son of immigrants.
Since the supreme court’s Citizens United decision in 2010 jettisoned decades of campaign finance
laws and opened the door for corporations, individuals and unions to give unlimited sums to
outside groups such as Super Pacs backing candidates, Adelson has become a go-to guy for
Republican candidates. In 2012, Adelson and his wife gave close to $150m to a mix of Super Pacs
and nonprofits, including $15m for a pro-Newt Gingrich Super Pac and $30m to a pro-Mitt Romney
Super Pac.
Now the Conservative Solutions Project nonprofit has come under fire from campaign finance
watchdogs and legal experts who say it appears the group does not meet the IRS criteria for a
tax-exempt “social welfare” outfit.
Critics note that the Conservative Solutions Project nonprofit’s tax-exempt status hinges on
adhering to an IRS standard that “social welfare” be its primary purpose (generally these groups
can spend as much as 49% on political activities) and that it must not operate for the private
benefit of a group or individual. The pro-Rubio nonprofit raised $15.8m at mid-year and has spent
close to $6m on ads attacking the Iran nuclear deal, advocating for tax reforms and more, which
prominently feature Rubio.
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“Everything I’ve seen indicates that the group’s overwhelming purpose is to benefit Rubio,” said
Lloyd H Mayer, a law professor at Notre Dame and nonprofit expert.
“If there’s a high degree of concurrence between the nonprofit’s positions and the position of the
candidate, who is prominently featured in the media messages, and the [nonprofit] doesn’t
discuss any alternative views, that suggests they’re simply promoting the candidate,” said Marc
Owens, a DC lawyer at Loeb & Loeb, who used to run the IRS’s tax-exempt division.
Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in Washington, a liberal-leaning watchdog group, this month
filed a complaint with the IRS asserting that the Conservative Solutions Project nonprofit is
functioning basically to benefit the Rubio campaign and abusing IRS rules for “social welfare”
groups.
Sadosky, the spokesman for the Conservative Solutions Project, rejects the arguments of the
critics, stressing that the nonprofit is promoting conservative stances on key issues, including tax
reform and the Iran nuclear deal, and not Rubio’s candidacy. Many of the group’s ads, he noted,
link to its website, which cites other GOP senators such as Tom Cotton of Arkansas and Mike Lee
of Utah.
Rubio’s move to co-sponsor the bill banning internet gambling, which Adelson has pushed by
hiring expensive lobbyists, has also come under scrutiny.
Rubio did not sponsor the bill when it was introduced in 2014, although he has previously voiced
concerns about online gambling. “Rubio’s political history does include opposition to internet
gambling but it also includes strong support for states’ rights,” said one GOP operative who is not
backing any candidate. “So it’s a little surprising that Rubio would come down on the side of
federal regulation … It’s a hell of a coincidence that at the same time he was courting Sheldon,
Rubio went on the bill.”
Another GOP operative claimed: “It’s pandering to the one guy that matters most.”
Given Adelson’s comments about spending “whatever it takes” to enact an internet gambling ban,
“it would be no surprise if he viewed campaign donations as one tool in that campaign”, added
Sheila Krumholz, who leads the nonpartisan Center for Responsive Politics.
Rubio has dismissed such criticism. On the campaign trail in New Hampshire, he said: “When
someone supports me, they buy into my agenda, I’m not buying into theirs.”
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2015-10-27 Anonymous to expose 1,000 KKK members
by Leslie Salzillo

It's not hard to admire and respect Anonymous when they seek to destroy the scum of the earth.
In a non-violent way, they often target those who are rarely challenged, due to others fearing
retaliation. In this case, Anonymous has set its sites on shutting down the KKK/Ku Klux Klan. In
the past year, Anonymous has become more aggressive and attacked KKK's main Twitter account,
publishing personal information of members from TALKKK, causing some members to leave. Bye,
Felicia.
In a statement released last week, Anonymous said they respect the First Amendment. The attack
is for different reason:
"We are not attacking you because of what you believe in, as we fight for freedom of
speech. We are attacking you because of what you do to our brothers and
sisters.
In Anonymous's "Operation KKK," they now plan to release 1,000 identities from the hate group.
It would seem exposing members of this malicious, racist, and sometimes murderous gang would
have taken place decades ago. But then, we didn't have the same internet/social media tools we
have today. KKK is one of the most vicious groups in America. To give you an idea of how powerful
they can be in influencing the historical course of this country, here is an example:
Klan violence worked to suppress black voting, and campaign seasons were deadly.
More than 2,000 persons were killed, wounded and otherwise injured in Louisiana
within a few weeks prior to the Presidential election of November 1868. Although St.
Landry Parish had a registered Republican majority of 1,071, after the murders, no
Republicans voted in the fall elections. White Democrats cast the full vote of
the parish for President Grant's opponent.
On the other hand ... Anonymous, a "leaderless, idea/entity," launched Operation Darknet in
October 2011. They targeted a child pornography site, called Lolita City, releasing 1,589
usernames from the site in Anonymous's OpDarknetV2. This was just one of many of the
Operations from a pretty massive and impressive list.
Anonymous verses KKK - I choose Door #1, Monty.
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2015/10/27/1440999/-Anonymous-to-expose-1-000-KKKmembers?detail=email
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2015-10-29

Where Are Black Children Safe?

http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/30/opinion/where-are-black-children-safe.html?_r=0
Leon Lott, the sheriff of Richland County in Columbia,
S.C., suspended the officer who forcibly removed a
student from her desk at Spring Valley High School.
Credit Alex Sanz/Associated Press

Roxane Gay
BLACK children are not allowed to be children. They are
not allowed to be safe, not at home, not at pool parties, not driving or sitting in cars listening to
music, not walking down the street, not in school. For black children, for black people, to exist is
to be endangered. Our bodies receive no sanctity or safe harbor.
We can never forget this truth. We are never allowed to forget this truth.
On Monday, in Columbia, S.C., Ben Fields, a sheriff’s deputy assigned to Spring Valley High
School, was called to a classroom to exert control over an allegedly disobedient student — a black
girl. She wouldn’t give up her cellphone to her teacher, an infraction wholly disproportionate to
what came to pass. There are at least three videos of the incident. When Mr. Fields approaches
the girl, she is sitting quietly. He quickly muscles her out of her seat and throws her across the
room.
The video of this brutality is unbearable in its violence, in what it reminds us, once again, about the value of
black life in America, and about the challenges black children, in particular, face.
Schools are not merely sites of education, they are sites of control. In fact, they are sites of control well
before they are sites of education. And for certain populations — students of color, working-class students,
anyone on the margins — the sites of control in the school system can be incredibly restrictive, suffocating,
perilous.
Statistics from a recent study showed that in South Carolina, black students made up 36 percent of the
population and accounted for 60 percent of suspensions. It is disheartening, at best, that even school
discipline is applied disproportionately. And what took place at Spring Valley High goes well beyond
disproportion.

In the wake of such indecency, there has been a vigorous public response — shock and outrage,
with many people denouncing Mr. Fields’s actions. There have also been those who questioned
what the young girl did to beget such brutality and sought for her to take responsibility. Oh, how
we are, as a culture, enamored with this ideal of responsibility when we don’t want to
acknowledge the extent of an injustice or when we want to pretend that if we behave well enough,
we will find the acceptance we have long been denied.
Sheriff Leon Lott defended some of his deputy’s actions and called for the young girl to accept responsibility,
too. The sheriff also revealed that the deputy was dating a black woman, as if through such intimate
connection, Mr. Fields might be absolved of any racism or wrongdoing. Nonetheless, Ben Fields has been fired
and the Department of Justice has begun an investigation. There is the faintest hope that finally, justice will
be done.
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And yet, we have these inescapable reminders that no form of justice after the fact can erase
trauma, or bring people back to life. There are the precedents of Eric Garner, Walter Scott, Samuel
DuBose, Christian Taylor, and this is a list that has no end. When black people commit or are
perceived to have committed infractions, the punishment is severe — physical brutality, prison or
death without due process.
There are always questions, so many questions that elude both common sense and the heart of
the matter at hand. What was the girl doing before the cameras started filming? The CNN anchor
Don Lemon asked this question on the air. Why didn’t she comply with white authority? Why didn’t
she just behave, fall in line? This question came from Raven-Symoné, a co-host of “The View,”
also on the air.
Time and again, in such situations, black people are asked, why don’t we mind our place? To be
black in America is to exist with the presumption of guilt, burdened by an implacable demand to
prove our innocence. We are asked impossible questions by people who completely ignore a
reality where so many of the rules we are supposed to follow are expressly designed to subjugate
and work against our best interests. We ignore the reality that we cannot just follow the rules and
find our way to acceptance, equality or justice. Respectability politics are a delusion.
Far too little attention is being given to who the young girl is, or that, according to the lawyer representing
her, she is in foster care. When that officer saw her, sitting quietly, defiantly, she was not allowed to be
human. She was not allowed to have a complex story. She was held to a standard of absolute obedience. She
was not given the opportunity to explain the why of her defiance because she was a black body that needed
to be disciplined by any means necessary.
Michel Foucault — the philosopher who was deeply concerned about power and how power was enforced —
wrote of the panopticon, inspired by the work of Jeremy Bentham, who designed a prison where prisoners
could be watched without knowing when or if they were being watched. Discipline, in such a structure, would
be enforced by prisoners never knowing when the watchful eye would be turned toward them. We can
certainly see how the panopticon functions in any organization predicated on hierarchies of power and the
preservation of that power.
Technology has made the world a panopticon. It has widened the range of who watches and who is watched.
Each day, we learn of a new injustice against the black body and in many cases, we now have pictures,
videos. We have incontrovertible evidence of flagrant brutalities though, sadly and predictably, this evidence
is never enough. At some point, this evidence, these breathtaking, sickening images, will render us numb or
they will break our hearts irreparably. There is no respite from the harsh reminder that our black bodies are
not safe. The black bodies of those we love are not safe.
We are watchers and the watched, and we are burdened, never knowing when our best, or our most abject,
moments will be preserved digitally and disseminated virally, exposing the vulnerabilities we aren’t allowed to
keep to ourselves.
Given how pervasive surveillance has become, I would think the black body, black people would be safer. I
would think that police officers or assorted racists would think twice before acting, inappropriately, against
the black body. It is a horrifying, desperate reality where such people act with impunity, undeterred by the
threat of surveillance. They know they might be seen and remain empowered in their racism, their sense of
dominion. They realize the nauseating truth — there are some injustices, against certain groups of people,
that can be witnessed without consequence.
Roxane Gay is the author of “An Untamed State” and “Bad Feminist” and a contributing opinion writer.
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